INTRODUCTION
In many elementary number theory books, one can find the following theorems:
If p is a prime, then (p-l)! E-1 modp.
FERMAT'S THEOREM.
If p is a prime and p does not divide a, then
or ifp is a prime, then, for every integer a, ap E a modp.
EULER'S THEOREM.
If a and n are relatively prime, then
am'"' = 1 -mod n where 4 is the Euler's phi-function. 9.5
GAUSS' THEOREM.
If n is a positive integer, then 2 W) = n*
Here, we shall prove some generalizations of (I), (3) and (4) . Our proofs depend on the de Bruijn's theorem which is a generalization of the Polya's theorem of enumeration. Our method leads to another proof for (5) . Gauss' theorem.
It seems natural to ask the meanings of the integers (l/p)((p -l)! + 1) in (1) and (l/p)(a" -a) in (3) . We shall present an algorithm for obtaining the equivalence classes of functions counted in de Bruijn's theorem, i.e., to determine which functions belong to the same equivalence class. By using the properties of the algorithm, we interpret the meanings of the integers (l/p)((p -l)! + 1) in (1) and of the integers (l/p)(aP -a) in (3).
THEOREMS OF P~LYA AND DE BRUIJN
Let G be a permutation group acting on a set D = (1,2,..., n). Since every permutation can be uniquely written as a product of disjoint cycles, the cycle index of G, which is also called the Polya polynomial of G, is defined as the following polynomial in Q[x, , x *,..., x,,] where Q is the field of rational numbers, and xixj = xjxi for i, j = 1, 2 ,..., n:
where 1 G / is the order of G and bi is the number of cycles of length i in the disjoint cycle decomposition of u for i= 1, 2...., n. For instance, let K, = (1, (12)(34), (13) (24), (14) (23)} be the transitive Klein 4-group acting on { 1, 2, 3,4}. Then PKl(X,, x2, x3. x4) = $(xi + 3x;).
Also, let K, = { 1, (12), (34), (12) THEOREM d 1. Let RD be the set of all functions from a finite set D into a jkite set R, G be a permutation group acting on D, H be a permutation group acting on R, and a relation N be defined on RD such that f N g if and only if there exist a o E G and a t E H with f (od) = tg(d) for (6) evaluated at z, = z2 = zj ... = 0.
When H is the identity group acting on R, (6) is one of the forms of Polya's theorem 15, 151. The finite sets D and R which we consider here are always non-empty. Thus, the number of patterns in Theorem dl is a positive integer, i.e., (6) is a positive integer. 
evaluated at z, = z2 = z3 = . v. = 0.
EXAMPLE 1. Let D={1,2}
and R=(l,2,3}. Then R" contains JRDI = 3* = 9 functions, v.e., RD = (fi; i = 1, 2 ,..., 9}, where Let G = {c, = 1, u2 = (12)) and H= {r, = 1, r2 = (23)} be the permutation groups acting on D and R, respectively. Then P&x, 5 x2) = gx: + 4, and P,(x, 5 x* > x3) = gx: + x, 4.
(a) Theorem dl says that the number of equivalence classes in RD relative to G and H is (b) The set of all one-to-one functions in RD is (f,,f,.f,,f,,f,,f,}.
Theorem d2 says that the number of equivalence classes of one-to-one functions in RD relative to G and H is 3. GENERALIZATIONS There are many applications of Polya's and de Bruijn's theorems, for instance see [2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 11, 12, . Here we shall apply these theorems to number theory.
Our following Theorem l(a) is not much a generalization; one may consider it as another proof of Wilson's theorem. 
(b) Let n be any positive integer. Then
Proof. (a) We shall apply Theorem d2 to prove (1 I ). Let Ds {1,2 ,...) p}, R = (1, 2 ,...) mpi, C, = ((12 ... p)) be the cyclic permutation group of order p generated by (12 . .. p) acting on 11, and cm, = ((12 . . . mp)) be the cyclic permutation group of order mp generated by (12 . .. mp) acting on R. We know that the cycle index of C, is 
Since (13) is a positive integer,
is an integer, i.e., (b) We shall apply Theorem d3 to prove (12) . Let D = R = { 1, L..., n), C, = ((12 ... n)) be the cyclic permutation group of order n generated by (12 . . . n) acting on both D and R. Again, since the cycle index of C, is Cdln 4(d) xzld, by Theorem d3,
is a positive integer. Hence, mod n. is divided by 12. In fact, the quotient is 3,326. 759. Now we show that each of (11) and (12) is a generalization of Wilson's theorem. For m = 1, (11) is
... 1 Z-1 mod p.
In (12) , if n = p is a prime, then we have 
Proof. We shall apply Theorem dl to prove (14) . Let D = ( 1. 2,..., n}, R=(l,2 ,..., a}, C,,=((12... n)) acting on D, and H be the identity group acting on R. Then, by using Theorem dl and the cycle index of C,,:
:,::*=...zo din is a positive integer, i.e.,
Now we show that if n =p is a prime in (14), then we can obtain Fermat's theorem. For n =p, (14) means that
is a positive integer. Hence, for any positive integer a, ap s a mod p holds. It follows that, for any integer a, we have ap = a modp which is (3). Also, if a and p are relatively prime, then ap-' = 1 modp which is (2). We show that Gauss' theorem is also a consequence of Theorem 2. In Gauss' theorem may be used to prove many formulas. One of them is the following which we shall be using and which is well known.
where p is a prime and k is a positive integer. The proof goes as follows: Clearly, it holds for k = 1. Assume that it holds for all positive integers less than k. By Gauss' theorem, p =4(l) + C(p) and pkp' = Cf:d #(pi). Then pk = (4(l) + #(p))(C::d q5(p')). On the other hand, by Gauss's theorem, Pk = c;=, #(Pi).
Hence, by inductive hypothesis, 4(Pk) = cc:A' #(Pi)) 4(P) = (1 + (P -1) (bkP' -I)/@ -l)))#(p) = P"?(P) = pyp -1). The following is a generalization of Euler's theorem, and the proof is somewhat similar to the one on p. 65 in [ 131.
THEOREM 3. Let n = pT1 p:' . .. pi1 be the factorization of the number n into prime factors and a be an integer. Then
In order to prove Theorem 3, we need the following: LEMMA 1. Let a and k be positive integers and p be a prime. Then
Proof. Let G be the elementary abelian permutation p-group of order pk acting on pk points. (We may consider G as the regular representation of the product of k copies of the cyclic abstract group of order p.) Since every nonidentity element of G is of order p, the cycle index of G is &y'+(pk-1)x;-). Clearly, Euler's theorem is a special case of Theorem 3, i.e., if a and n are relatively prime, then n dividing implies n dividing a@'"' -1, i.e.,
Remark. On p. 243 in [ 191, Redei's theorem states that for any natural number n > 1 and every integer a we have
Clearly, Redei's theorem is a generalization of Euler's theorem. However, for n = n:=,pfi, n-$+2)= hp:i-(fIPy)(ltl
Hence, (17) is an improvement of (2 1). There are other generalizations of Euler's theorem (e.g., see [9, 141) . 
AN ALGORITHM
We shall present a procedure for obtaining the equivalence classes of functions counted in de Bruijn's theorem, i.e., to determine which functions belong to the same equivalence class. Roughly, our algorithm does not use the cycle indices of permutation groups; it only depends on the idea of the incidence matrix of a function and the permutation groups. Let D = ( 1, 2,..., n}, R = ( 1, 2 ,..., t) andfE RD. Then the incidence matrix off is a n x t matrix af = (aii) with aiJu, = 1 for i = 1, 2,..., n, and all other entries 0. For instance, if D = { 1,2, 3}, R = (1, 2) and ff5 RD such that -f(l) = 2, f(2) = 2 andf(3) = 1, then 0 1 A,=0
1. t i 1 0 Let G and H be permutation groups acting on D and R, respectively. For convenience, we shall call the relation defined on RD in Theorem dl the G-H-relation, i.e., f and g are said to be G-H-related if and only if there exist a u E G and a r E H such thatf(ad) = rg(d) for every d E D. Since it is an equivalence relation, RD is partitioned into disjoint classes each of which is called a G-H-class. Let I be the set of incidence matrices of RD, i.e., I = (A/;fE RD}, G* be the n x n permutation matrix group corresponding to G, and H* be the t x t permutation matrix group corresponding to H. Thus, G* 2 G and H* z H. Two matrices A and B in I are said to be G*-H*-related if and only if there exist a P E G* and a Q E H* such that PAQ-' = B. Clearly, this relation is an equivalence relation called G*-H*-relation, and I is partitioned into disjoint equivalence classes each of which is called a G*-H*-class. .., n, i.e., f = g. Hence, q is injective. Since lRDl = II/= t", q is bijective. Now we show that q preserves the relations. Let f and g belong to the same G-H-class, i.e., there exist a u E G and a r E H such that fu = rg, q(f) =A = (aii) and q(g) = B = (b,) with u,,~(~) = 1 and bi,,,i, = 1 for i = 1, 2,..., n and all other entries 0. Then 6,,, ,t,oi, = 1 for i = 1. 2 ,..., II, and all other entries 0.
Let P = (pij) and Q = (qij) be the permutation matrices corresponding to u and r, respectively. By using the properties of permutation matrices, we have 
for all i = 1, 2 ,..., n and j = 1, 2 ,..., t with ai = u and ?j= U. But since all arri,rj = 0 except aoi.f(oij = 1 for i = 1, 2 ,..., n, rj =f(ai), i.e., j = r-'f(ai) and (PAQ-')i,rm,f(oi) = 1 for i = 1, 2,..., n and all other entries 0. Hence, PAQ-' = B, and A and B belong to the same G*-H*-class.
Conversely, if A and B belong to I and belong to the same G*-H*-class, then there exist a P E G* and a Q E H* such that PAQ-' = B. Since r is bijective, q -' exists, say q-'A =f and r-'B =g. Since (PAQ-'),=a,,., by (21), all (PAP-'), are 0, except a,i,J,(oij = 1 for i= 1, 2 ,..., n. i.e., z-j=f (ui) or j= s~'f (ui). Also, all the entries of B = (b,) are 0, except bi,g(i) = 1 for i = 1, 2 ,..., n. Since (PAQ-')ij = (B)ij for i = 1, 2 ,..., n and j = 1, 2,..., t, r-'f(h) =g(i) for i = 1, 2 ,..., n, i.e., r-'fu =g, and f and g belong to the same G-H-class.
From Theorem 4, we know that for each f E R", there exists a unique v(f) = A,= A = (aij) in I with ai,fcij = 1 for i = 1, 2,..., n, and all other entries 0. Now for every u E G and every r E H, a, ,i,r~,~~i~ = 1 for i = 1, 2,..., n and all other entries 0 determine a matrix, B, in 1. Let P = (P,~) and Q = (qij) be the permutation matrices corresponding to u and r, respectively. Then PAQ-' = B, and A and B are G*-H*-related.
Also, from Theorem 4, for each B E I, there exists a unique q-'(B) = g in R", and f and g are G-H-related. Consequently, we have the following algorithm for obtaining all equivalence classes relative to the given G and H, i.e., for determining which functions in the same G-H-related equivalence class:.
Step 1. Select any f E RD, and write a l,f(l, = az,ft2, = ... = an,fln) = 1.
Step 2. For every u E G and every r E H, compute a ol,rf(l) = ao2.rf(2) = ... = a,n,7f(n) = 1.
Each computation determines a function in RD, and the equivalence class containing f consists of these functions. (Note that since u goes through G and r goes through H, in Step 2 it is the same as computing a,-ll,T-lf(l) = ao-12.T-lf(2) = ... = ao-ln.r-lf(nl = 1.1
Step 3. Select a function in RD which is not a member of the equivalence class obained in Step 2. Repeat Steps 1 and 2. Continue the process until every function in RD appears in an equivalence class. (Since 1 RD 1 is finite, it takes only a finite number of repeats.)
Let fE RD and C(f) = {(a, r) E G x H; t-'fc~ =f). C(f) is called the centralizer of f in G x H. C(f) is a subgroup of G x H. because for all (0,, r,), (c2, zJ E C(f), fil 0;' = z,fo; I = 5, t; 'f implies (a,,t~)(a,,T,>~'=(u,u;',Z*5;1)E C(f). We claim that the elements in the same right coset of C(f) transform f alike. Let (u, s)(ui, zi) and (u', r')(ui, ri) be any two elements in C(f)(u,, ti).
Then r;'(r-'fu) ui = t,:'fui, and z,:'(T'-'fu')ui = 7;'fui for i = 1, L,..., k.
We also claim that the elements in different cosets transformfdifferently. Let (a, ~)(a~, ti) E C(f )(a,, ti) and (u', r')(uj, rj) E C(f)(uj, sj), i #j and i,j= 1, 2 ,..., k.
Suppose that r;'(7-'fi)ui=rJ'(1.'~'fu')uj.
Then
5;'fui = s,:'jbj, i.e., f = sizjlfuju;'.
Consequently, (ajar', ~~5;') E C(f) and (uj, rj) E C(f)(ui, ri), i.e., C(f )(uj, rj) c C(f )(a,, zi). Since the right cosets are disjoint, this is a contradiction. Hence, the cardinality ofTis equal to the number of right cosets of C(f) in G X H, i.e., IfI is equal to the index of C(f) in G x H. It follows that I fl divides I G x HI = (G I I HI. 23)) acting on R. Then from our Example 1, we know that RD consists of nine functions; see (lo), and the number of equivalence classes relative to G and H in RD is four. Now we shall use our algorithm to find these four equivalence classes.
Step 1. Selectf, in RD, and write a,' = a2, = 1.
Step 2. Applying (u,, 5') = (1, I>, (u,, sz) = (1, (23)), (u2, r,) = ( (12), 1) and (a,, r2)= ( (12), (23)) to subscripts of a,, and a,, in a,, =a2, = 1, we have, respectively, a,, = a2, = 1, aI, =a*,= 1, a,, =a,, = 1 and a,, =a,, == 1.
Since they are all the same. 7, = (f, }.
Step (iii) Repeating
Step 1 by selecting f, in R", and write a,, = aI3 = 1.
Repeating
Step 2, we have a,,=az,= 1, a,j=a22= 1, a2? = aI3 = 1 and a?3 = a,, = 1.
Hence, f, = If, J,}, and
From Example l(b), we know that there are two equivalence classes of one-to-one functions relative to G and H, i.e., (f, ,f,, f6, fR} and (f,. fu }.
SOME INTERPRETATIONS
In Section 3, Fermat's and Wilson's theorems have been proved by using Polya's and de Bruijn's theorems. Here we shall present some interpretations for the integers (l/p)(" -a) and (l/p)((p -l)! + 1) in terms of the functions in R" where p is a prime and a is a positive integer. (ii) Let w, = (l/p)((p -l)! + 1). From Wilson's theorem, we know that wp is a positive integer for any prime p. In fact, it is an odd integer. We claim that, for p 2-3. . In order to interprete the meanings of (l/p)((p -l)! t l), it is necessary for us to define g-circulant permutations. Let S, be the set of all one-to-one functions from a set of n elements onto itself. A permutation p E S, is said to be a g-circulant if 
